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Sit down, kick back and enjoy 
                                      comfort seating at its best!

The unique comfort features of our recliners are hidden under the surface. Our recliners 
are made with high density Cold-Cure Molded Foam Cushioning. This unique space-age 
technology ensures comfort, body correct support as well as durability.

Our recliners know a lot about us, what we read, what we watch, what we play, how and 
when we sleep. That’s why we need one we can trust to handle whatever we throw at it 
each day. 

Choose safe, choose a NORSIT® recliner from H2 Seating. You know its the right one the 
minute you sit down. Choose a recliner that´s got your back.



With a smooth 3600 swivel you can 
easily rotate the chair in either 
direction while seated. 

The gracefully curved laminated 
bent wood design provides 
unsurpassed stability and durability.

The easily adjustable headrest 
function, with an infinite number of 
comfort positions, provides ultimate 
support for your neck while reading, 
watching television or resting. 
Some models are also equipped 
with Telescopic function making it 
possible to move the headrest up 
and down.

Anatomically correct shaped interior 
steel frame with high carbon sinuous 
springs and a built-in dynamic lumbar 
support system ensure optimal lower 
back support regardless of reclining 
position. 

360o

Head and neck 
support

Dynamic lumbar 
support

Swivel

Our patented reclining glide system 
providing a smooth and adaptive 
recline. It is effortless and reclines 
easily by applying your body weight. 
Use the knob to adjust the reclining 
tension to suit your body. The chair 
provides lay-flat recline position like 
no other in the industry. 

Practical and very comfortable foot 
and leg support. The H2 Seating foot-
stools have a built-in function that 
automatically follows the movement 
of your legs when reclining, securing 
the most optimal leg support possible.
        

Comfort seating is all about finding 
the optimal size and design. NORSIT® 
recliners are avialable in different 
sizes, designs and seat heights for 
perfect fit, regardless of body shape 
and size.

In addition we offer an option to 
lower(2cm/0,8inch) or increase the 
seat height(2cm/0,8inch) across all 
sizes. This is donewith a cylinder 
swivel mechanism of different 
heights.

S M L

Sizes for perfect fitReclining Adaptive footstool

PATENTED

Wood finishes / colors

W901
Black

W902
Wenge

W903
Grey

W904
Walnut

W905
Oak

W908
White Oak



Choose your recliner and book time for less stress!

METZO
211/411/611

MONZA
212/412/612

PRINCE
215/415/615

ATLANTA
235/435/635

MADISON
232/432/632

BRAVO
231/431/631  

VISION
233/433/633

MAGIC
236/436/636

VEGAS
237/437/637

DUKE
260/460/660

ROYAL
261/461/661

POLARIS
270/470/670

WING
271/471/671

REGAL
272/472/672



FURNSIT™



Recline and Relax with the best!  
       Stylish comfort seat awaits.
Norwegian recliner designs are defined by its combination of functionality, comfort and
quality. Our products are inspired by Norwegian nature and heritage, and built on 
know-how and experience that has taken decades to perfect.

Slim silhouettes and streamlined designs can be surprisingly comfortable, especially if 
they are built with cold cure molded foam and contains the array of comfort functions 
that is built into our FURNSIT™ recliners.

Sleek and simple. Bold and bright. Unique and interesting. Who says crisp, clean and 
streamlined design can’t be comfortable? You know FURNSIT™ is the right recliner the 
minute you sit down.



Dedicated to Comfort Seating

Different bases
We offer four different base options. 

Wood base 55 is available in different wood finishes.
 

Steel black
base 44

Steel black
base 66

Wood 
base 55

360o

S M

Two sizes for 
perfect fit

RecliningAdaptable 
footstool

Head and neck 
support

Dynamic 
lumbar support

Swivel

PATENTED

Comfort Tilt
Comfort Tilt option creates a 
subtle rocking motions that enrich
the seating comfort. Comfort Tilt
fine-tune the angle of chair to your
body movements and provides a 
superb reclining function.

We offer the possibility to lower 
(2cm/0,8inch) or increase the seat height 
(2cm/0,8inch) across all sizes. 
This is done with a cylinder swivel mechanism 
of different heights.

Seat height

Steel  chrome
base 33



DUBLIN
260/460

DUBLIN
260L/460L

STERLING
271L/471L

 PARIS
233/433

STERLING
271/471

RIGA
263/463

STOCKHOLM
270/470

ROME
215/415

OXFORD
210/410



Crafted with Passion 
for Comfort  -  since 1941

I am truly inspired by the remarkable legacy of my family’s commitment to 
provide outstanding comfort chairs and sofas. Since 1941, my family’s devotion to 
this craft has paved the way for H2 Seating to become synonymous with 
innovation and unmatched comfort seating solutions.

From our Headquarters in Ålesund, Norway, our highly experienced team designs 
and creates ergonomic comfort furniture with proprietary know-how and 
patented technology that has taken decades to develop and refine. 

All H2 Seating products are manufactured at our own vertically integrated 
state-of-the-art factories. We use highly advanced technology and the most 
optimal sustainable solutions. Our seating components are made from computer-
controlled Cold-Cure Molded Foam technology to ensure ergonomic design, 
superior quality, and ultimate seat and back comfort. 

We are proud to be part of the Nordic heritage and our commitment to sustainability 
and excellence is reflected in every piece of furniture we produce. 

Sit back, relax and enjoy the comfort of H2 Seating! 

Nils Gunnar Hjellegjerde
CEO & Founder 

Nils Gunnar Hjellegjerde 
Founder - CEO & President 

R&D Management Team

H2 NORWAY AS 
Breivika Industriveg 63
N-6018 Ålesund 
Norway

My grandfather Otto, my uncle Rolf 
and my father Oddvar.


